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Figure 1: From left to right : the original model, the model with noise addition, the BL denoising method (2sec), our SBL technique (1sec).

Introduction. Bilateral mesh filtering (BL) is a simple and pow-
erful feature-preserving filtering operator which allows to smooth
or remove noise from surface meshes while preserving important
features in a non-iterative way. However, to be effective, such a
filter may require quite a large support size, inducing slow pro-
cessing when applied on high resolution meshes. In this paper, we
propose a separable approximation of BL (SBL) based on a local
decomposition of the bi-dimensional filter into a product of two
one-dimensional ones. The main problem here is to find mean-
ingful directions at every point to orient the two one-dimensional
filters. Our solution exploits the minimum and maximum curvature
directions at each point and demonstrates a significant speed-up on
meshes ranging from thousands to millions of elements, enabling
feature-preserving filtering with large support size in a variety of
practical scenarii (Fig. 1).

Separable Bilateral Filtering. Considering a noisy object, a sim-
ple low-pass filter helps reducing the noise, but it considers only
the distances in space of neighboring samples to weight their con-
tributions in a (local) combination. Consequently, noise is filtered
out, but feature lines are proportionally blurred. The idea of bi-
lateral filtering is to introduce a second weighting term based on
the difference in range between object samples to weight their rel-
ative contribution. We focus here on Jones and Durand formula-
tion [Jones and Durand 2003] of the BL. They define a range space
for meshes by the mean of predictions computed as the projection
of the vertex onto the tangent plane of its neighbors : considering a
meshM, and one of its vertices pi, then for each of the faces Fj in
its neighborhoodNi, we can compute the projection Pcj (pi) of pi
on the plane defined by the center cj and the smoothed normal nj
of Fj . Using a spatial kernel Gσs and a range kernel Gσr , a vertex
pi is filtered according to the neighboring faces setNi by

BLNi(pi) =
∑

Fj∈Ni

Gσs(dij)Gσr (hij) cj (1)

with dij = ||pi − cj || and hij = ||pi − Pcj (pi)||. The key idea
of our approximation model is to speed-up the BL filter by reduc-
ing the size of Ni while still covering the same support size. Our
approximation works in two passes: in the first pass we collect a
set of neighboring faces restricted to one tangent direction on the
surface and then filter the vertex using this reduced set only. This
first pass is applied to all vertices. In the second pass, we filter the
output of the first pass using an orthogonal tangent direction. This
approach is inspired by the classical separable Gaussian filter for

images. Note however that while the exact solution is reproduced
in the case of Gaussian filtering, such a decomposition leads only to
an approximate feature-preserving filter [Pham and van Vliet 2005].
Thus, we compute filtered minimum and maximum curvature direc-
tions {ui,vi} at every vertex pi ofM to define locally the filter-
ing direction for our two passes. We define two orthogonal planes
Πi

u = {ni,ui} and Πi
v = {ni,vi}, one for each curvature direc-

tion and both intersecting along the vertex normal (Fig. 2). These
planes intersect the neighboring faces and offer a straightforward
predicate to collect the restricted set of faces for each pass, defined
as the intersection of the full ball-neighborhoodNi with the planes
Nu
i =

{
Fj ∈ Ni | Fj ∩Πi

u 6= ∅
}

. Finally, our SBL approx-
imation consist in the combination of a two restricted BL filtering:

SBL(pi) = BLNu
i

(
BLNv

i
(pi)

)
≈ BLNi(pi) (2)

Results. Our SBL approximation model is twice or more faster
with typical setting, while preserving a RMS error below 0.1% of
the mesh size when compared to the exact filter. We show that
our choice based on curvature directions is superior to other ones
such as random or regular local frames, providing results which are
visually indistringuishable from the exact BL filter.
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Figure 2: Two local planes Πi
u and Πi

v (green), allow to query
for two restricted sets of neighborhing faces (orange), one for each
pass, which are aligned with curvature directions.


